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DUET. (Tommy and Paul.)

"IRISH STEW."

Allegretto, un poco sostenuto.

Paul.

You—is it? You've come—will you tell me why? I thought

you had done your visit, And said me a long good-bye! Per-

haps you dropped your muff here, Or your hat-pin, watch and chain—You did
PAUL. Have a powder-puff here—Is that why you come again? No, it

TOMMY, a tempo

TOM. Isn't that, not exactly that, Here are all my hatpins

TOM. In my hat, Here's my powder-puff, It's inside the muff, And my

TOM. Watch and chain are safe enough But there's something that I've come
TOM.

pair of friends, we two, Quel à la Pla
tol

PAUL.

pair of friends, we two, Quel à la Pla
tol

TOM.

Oh! how nice! a love-ly let-tuce! And what is the cla-
re there? It's just

PAUL.

what they al-
ways get us Real Château Or-di
naire And there

TOM.

is the cof-

fey han-

dy. And cheese. Is it Swiss or Dutch? And what's
in that bottle? Brandy, That good little girls don't touch! There's your

napkin now. If you will allow. Oh! it will not stay up

anyhow. Let me put it in just below the chin. I will

fix it neatly with a pin! Do not move now, I've got it nicely. Now
ev - 'ry - thing is sim - ply sweet! You know that all this is pre -

cise - ly What I have been long-ing to eat. At home they nev-er

give me a - ny I - rish Stew, A lit-tle I - rish Stew, And some po-

in - to! And that is why I want a pleasant lunch with you. A pair of
friends, we two, Quite a lot, At home they never

At home they never

give me any Irish stew, A little Irish stew And some po-
give you any Irish stew, A little Irish stew And some po-

And that is why I'll have a pleasant lunch with

And that's why I'll have a pleasant lunch with
you, We're just a pair of friends, we two, Quête à la Pla - to!

you, We're just a pair of friends, we two, Quête à la Pla - to!

DANCE.
Allegretto.

Animato.
poco rit.
A little, just a little Irish Stew.
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